
four had ‘dehydration’ on their death certificates. The number of patients leaving hospital suffering
from malnutrition had doubled to 5,558. Talk about inversion. Most people believe that going to the
doctor or the hospital is the way to regain health when you can be, and often are, putting yourself in
serious danger. America with its colossal ‘state of the art’ ‘healthcare’ industry is one of the worst of
all and a report by Save the Children in 2013 revealed that more babies die on their first day in the
United States than in 68 other countries. The report said:

Figure 527: Have you taken your pills today?

The United States has the highest first-day death rate in the industrialized world. An estimated
11,300 newborn babies die each year in the United States on the day they are born. This is 50
percent more first-day deaths than all other industrialized countries combined.

It is worth reading that last sentence again to take in its full enormity.

The structure of sickness
Big Pharma ‘medicine’, or ‘allopathic medicine’, is 100 percent a creation of the Archon bloodlines
with the Rothschilds and Rockefellers once again to the fore. The American Medical Association
(AMA) was launched in 1847 some 15 years after the British Medical Association (BMA) and others
have followed throughout the world to hijack the treatment of sickness and disease. They are part of a
global fascist pharmaceutical Mafia that includes the Rothschild-Rockefeller-created World Health
Organization (WHO) that now dictates health policy to governments almost everywhere. But it is
nothing more than a gangster’s moll – like the Rothschild-Rockefeller-created World Trade
Organization (WTO) – to focus control of entire areas of global policy like health and trade under one
unelected, unaccountable roof. This allows the Rothschilds and Rockefellers, who own the ‘roof’, to
dictate the policies on every continent just as they do through the Archontic banking cartel. The World
Health Organization serves the interests of the Big Pharma cartel which owns the WHO and the same
with corporations and banks with regard to the World Trade Organization. Governments do whatever
these Rothschild-Rockefeller front operations tell them to do. I think they call it ‘democracy’ which is
defined as ‘the common people considered as the primary source of political power’. Excuse me a
moment I am laughing so much I have to catch my breath. The American Medical Association (AMA)
was given the task by its creators of controlling the medical schools and removing all influence of
‘alternative’ methods of healing which were in use long before the Rothschild-Rockefeller hijack of
human health care. The AMA was funded by the Rockefeller family and Carnegie Foundation while
John D Rockefeller founded the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in 1901, the country’s first
institute for medical research, to promote Big Pharma medicine and it continues to do so today as the
Rockefeller University. The war against alternatives to Big Pharma was led by Rothschild Zionist
Abraham Flexner who was sent out to medical schools to report on their ‘suitability’ to teach on the
basis of whether they taught alternative therapies. Flexner’s Rothschild Zionist brother Simon Flexner
led ‘research’ for the Rockefeller Institute from 1903 to the 1930s into the cause and prevention of
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disease. Abraham Flexner delivered his manipulated ‘findings’ in 1910 in The Flexner Report which
demanded that American medical schools should only teach and research the protocols of mainstream
science. The Rockefeller funded and orchestrated report also called for higher admission and
graduation standards to sift out alternative thinkers. The Rockefeller-controlled American Medical
Association even had a Propaganda Department, later known as the Investigations Department, to
target, discredit and destroy alternative practitioners. One of its specialities, as it still is today, was
arranging for anti-alterative articles and studies produced by ‘safe’ people to be published in major
journals and reported by the national media. The media is always compliant because (a) ‘journalists’
have been through the same ‘education’ programming system and bought the pharmaceutical lie; (b)
the mainstream media is owned by the same networks that own Big Pharma; and (c) a massive chunk
of the media’s advertising revenue comes from Big Pharma. This, ladies and gentlemen, is where your
‘modern medicine’ came from while John D Rockefeller, the oil tycoon and head of the family behind
all this, was treated by his personal homeopath to the day he died at the age of 97 – a fantastic age at
the time.

The other foundation of the health hijack was to introduce a system of licencing and this is used
right across society today for almost everything. It goes like this: you introduce licencing for
something and pass laws (through your bought-and-paid-for politicians) to say that you cannot do or
practice so-and-so without a licence; and to get a licence you have to do it the way the licencing
authority dictates (ultimately the Archon bloodlines). In this case, if you want to be a doctor you must
be licenced and to be licenced you must only prescribe the scalpel and the drug. Anything else that is
not officially approved and you will be struck off even if it works, no, make that especially if it works,
because that would endanger the Big Pharma monopoly. They are using the same technique of
licencing and all-powerful governing bodies to control alternative medicine today and dictate how it is
practiced. What people have to appreciate if they are going to understand what Big Pharma medicine
is all about is that it was created from the start and is run to this day by Archon bloodlines to serve
Archon interests – the very Archons that have a deep hatred of humanity, want a massive cull of the
population and seek to enslave us like pigs in a pen. That is the goal of Big Pharma medicine – not
healing and wellness. Why would this Archontic system want to heal and benefit in any way its target
human population? The system is designed to generate multiple billions every year for the
pharmaceutical industry and on that level alone would people of this mentality want to reduce
business by making people well when they make their daily fortunes from people being sick? The
opposite is the case and so drugs have effects that they say require other drugs which have effects that
require other drugs and the till just keeps on ticking as they develop new drugs and then invent the
diseases and psychological conditions to justify their use (Fig 528). But money is still a by-product
more than the main thrust of the game which is to drug body and mind, zombify the population and
make a prime contribution to the mass human cull which I will explain later. Licensing, propaganda
and manipulation saw a 50-percent reduction in medical school graduates by 1919 and the number of
medical schools sharply declined. The Rockefeller fortune funded the schools that played ball, but not
of course the homeopathic schools they wanted to destroy. Even the Hahnemann School in
Philadelphia, named after the creator of homeopathy, Christian Friedrich Samuel Hahnemann,
switched to teaching Big Pharma ‘medicine’. Today the system is completely controlled by the
Rothschild-Rockefeller networks and other Archontic sources through this recurring sequence:
Would-be doctors must first go through the Archontic ‘education’ brainwashing to be thoroughly
programmed with the system’s version of reality and to confirm the extent of their programming by
doing well in their exams; they then go on to Big Pharma-controlled medical schools where
programming about the nature of the body is downloaded and intensified along with the belief that the
only way to treat illness is the scalpel, the drug and the cemetery; they then go into doctors’ surgeries
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and hospitals to ‘treat’ bodies they don’t understand with drugs they are told to prescribe; if anyone
rebels against this medical straightjacket the door is the next thing they see (the same with teachers,
academics, mainstream scientists, lawyers and most journalists etc.). Doctors answer to their
Archonticcontrolled professional bodies like the medical associations and medicine as a whole is
policed in each country on behalf of Big Pharma by Big Pharma-controlled ‘public protection’ (Big
Pharma protection) organisations like the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the United States. These agencies and governments in turn
answer to the Rothschild-Rockefeller World Health Organization. This structure has been created
entirely to serve the Archon agenda and 95 percent of those involved will have no idea that this is so
or know an Archon from a colon. Mind, I can understand that because they are both full of shit.

Figure 528: Big Pharma wants a healthy society?

Doctors on the take
I have exposed the corruption of Big Pharma and the medical industry at length in other books (see the
Doctors Destroy Health section in Human Race Get Off You Knees , for just one example). I have
catalogued how shocking numbers of alleged doctors are on the take from Big Pharma through ‘gifts’
and free holidays at exotic places under the cover of ‘conferences’ they don’t even have to attend.
There are also pay-offs for services rendered disguised as ‘research grants’ for which no research is
ever done or expected to be done. I have detailed how systematic and computerised the corruption has
become with doctor-prescribing records studied by the drug companies to see which are big
prescribers of drugs (an easy touch to get them to prescribe more) and those who prescribe less (a drug
company representative is despatched to see what can be done). I have never met a former executive
or employee of a Big Pharma drug company (they are all one company if you go high enough) that
didn’t tell me that the cartel’s first, second and last priority was increasing the bottom line no matter
what the effect on human health. The Big Pharma cartel, Big Biotech cartel and Big Food cartel are
equally Archontically evil and corrupt because they are expressions of the same force working to the
same end. Big Food and Big Biotech make people ill with their poisonous products along with poison-
infested drinking water, and Big Pharma then provides the ‘treatment’ which makes the patient even
worse in the long run and often in the short. The whole system is founded on corruption which is
embedded in the very fabric of medicine. We have Big Pharma agents appointed to government
agencies that are supposed to be policing them and doctors and officials in the pay of Big Pharma
sitting on government committees and agencies deciding what vaccines and drugs will be allowed on
the market (every one that isn’t blatantly lethal and often those, too). Big Pharma also has around
1,300 lobbyists in Washington DC – more than two for every member of Congress . ‘They are
powerful,’ said Senator Chuck Grassley, a chairman of the Senate Finance Committee. ‘You can
hardly swing a cat by the tail in that town without hitting a pharmaceutical lobbyist.’ Is it any surprise
then that legislation favourable to the drug industry, including immunity from prosecution, is
constantly passed by the poodles on the Hill? It is the same elsewhere, too, in this global gluttony of
bribery and corruption. In Britain, for example, doctors are awarded bonuses for meeting government


